SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Our innovative and creative sports and entertainment solutions
provide safe seating for fans, wide-open spaces and visible
dedication to quality and durability. We’ve built some of the
most recognizable entertainment complexes in the country.
As part of your team, we care about the finished product and
want to collaborate with you to provide not only the best value
throughout the building and planning process, but the best
project and visitor experience.

Building Together

“Wells started on time,
closed the building on time
and was in budget. In fact,
the closing of the building
put our general contractor
22 days ahead of schedule
for phase two.”
TONY MANCILLA
OWNER OF HOTEL INDIGO

We keep the entire lifecycle at the forefront when building a
structure. Our collaborative approach can:

• Compress schedules and reduce costs

• Reduce risk for the owner

• Deliver cost and schedule certainty

• Optimize design for prefabrication and efficiency

• Accelerate the design-build process
Dedication to Versatility
Our clients expect facilities that can be used for more than just their basic purpose. In a world where
efficiency is key, ensuring that sport and entertainment complexes are versatile is one of our top
priorities. We understand what it takes to build a facility that creates an unforgettable fan experience
with room for fields, stages and courts that are just as tough as the athletes and performers that play
on them. We focus on designing structures that integrate the various needs of each facility.

Venue Architectural Innovation – Inside and Out
Wells architectural building solutions bring a level of customization unavailable with other materials.
Architectural facades and graphic treatments on wall panels offer endless options to add detail to any
building and also deliver unrivaled strength and durability.
Meanwhile, on a building’s interior, Wells precast beams and columns used in conjunction with precast
risers reduces column counts, providing wider open space for better views. Keeping the focus on the
court or stage, where it should be.

The Wells Difference
With rapid, year-round construction capabilities, no on-site storage of materials and renowned design
flexibility, Wells building solutions are ideal for accommodating an accelerated construction schedule
often required for new venues and entertainment complexes. Our building solutions require very low
maintenance to ensure buildings stand the test of time. The structures we create together are durable,
efficient and affordable.

Maintain your facilities with Wells Sealants and Restoration services.
Learn more at wellsconcrete.com/maintain.
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